
When you see women in Saudi Arabia, all in long
black wrapper dresses, you would not guess that, under-
neath, many of them wear fancy, colorful underwear. So 
these women in Saudi Arabia would seem to be a natural 
target market for Victoria’s Secret.  Except one big snag: 
Saudi culture does not permit open display of lingerie in 
a store. 

Buying underwear is a nightmare for Saudi women.  
Since women salespersons are not allowed to sell in pub-

lic places, stores that sell lingerie 
employ only male salespersons, 
and women customers must ask 
male salespersons for help in as-
sessing their bra sizes.  Once the 
bra size is determined, the sales-
person would speak it out loud 
and an assistant would dig out the 
merchandise from hidden shelves. 
The whole experience of having 
to discuss their bodies with male 
salesmen is so embarrassing, that 
many women would just guess 

their bra size; as a result, a majority of Saudi women are 
reported to be wearing the wrong size bras. 

It is against this background, that Lingerie Perdu, 

a Western style lingerie store opened on the first day of 
Ramadan in November 2001 on Tahlia Street in Jeddah, 
Saudi Arabia.  How, Al-Mashat, 
the store’s owner did it is a lesson 
in creative trans-cultural market-
ing—marketing that respects a 
host culture’s mores and yet cre-
ates a trans-cultural experience 
for the consumer. 

The task of designing the 
store was assigned to Los Angeles 
based Chase Design.  Chase chose 
the name Perdu, French for lost.  
Saudi Arabic women are fascinat-
ed with France, and France is the 

Lingerie Perdu Store in Saudi Arabia
Design: Chase Design Group, Los Angeles, U.S.A.

Selling Victoria’s Secret in Saudi Arabia

Banners that hang 
from high ceilings 
and create 
the feminine 
ambience in the 
store
Lingerie Perdu 
Store in Saudi 
Arabia
Design: Chase 
Design Group, 
Los Angeles, 
U.S.A.
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There is a dinner party in progress. Guests are 30 
eligible unmarried men and women, strangers to one an-
other. A few months later, there will be a mass wedding, 
and then a few weeks later, tango parties. The food will 
include generous portions of ginger and pumpkin broth, 
oysters, and chocolate torte—items chosen for their re-
ported aphrodisiac value. Who is paying the bill? The 
Government of Singapore and its partners in the govern-
ment’s Romancing Singapore campaign.

Started in February 2003, the campaign is an un-
precedented and bold government move to socially engi-

neer, among Singaporeans, well, ROMANCE! 
Romance within marriage, that is, and expressly 
designed to make babies. Faced with a declining 

birth rate and shrinking population, the govern-
ment considers it a matter of national priority. And it is 
incentivizing love-making as a patriotic duty. 

For marketers, this is a one-of-a-kind business oppor-
tunity. Some 80 businesses have partnered with govern-
ment on its Romancing Singapore campaign. Its Web site 
promotes specially branded Eau de Parfum and Chocolate 
Truffle cake called Aphrodisiac!

An entertainment entrepreneur, famous in Singapore 
as Dr. Love, has, in conjunction with the Singapore gov-
ernment, launched a TV show called “Dr. Love’s Super 
Baby-Making Show.” Nine couples will participate, and 
the couple having the baby first will be the winner of the 
$100,000 (USD).

Dr. Love has started another business, Meggpower. 
The company calls itself “A bio-communication” compa-
ny and purports to sell a “wireless hormonal monitoring 
service.” It will text-message or email a subscriber when 

Courtesy of Your Government!

Call of a Nation: The Romancing Singapore Campaign

she is due to ovulate. Based on its monitoring of the mem-
bers’ hormonal cycle, the company will also recommend 
totally customized diets to enhance conception.  

Want some beach reading this Summer? Pick up a 
copy of “When Boy Meets Girl. The Chemistry Guide.” 
Want to learn some creative tips on dating? 
Pick up a copy of “Dare to Date.”  Both are 
free! They are published by the Singapore 
government.

Incidentally, the Romancing Singapore campaign is 
not a one shot campaign. Rather, it is an ongoing celebra-
tion. The idea is to keep the issue in continuous awareness 
of people.

Some readers might wonder why love making—a be-
havior that comes naturally to most humans—needs to be 
promoted at all? The answer is three fold: first, it is love 
making within a marriage; second, it is love-making un-
dertaken to procreate. And the third reason has to do with 
the value system and life themes of Singaporeans.

Singapore is an achievers’ society. Everyone, espe-
cially the educated Chinese, is driven to work hard and 

obtain success. These educated Chinese—the 
native people—just don’t have the time for lei-
sure and forming a family. Romance Singapore 

is therefore a lifestyle and value priority altering 
mission. Its goal is nothing less than to shape your 

world-view and your life-theme. It is to make you respect 
and embrace leisure and family life. It is not merely he-
donic and personal; it is, rather, a patriotic duty. If you are 
a citizen of Singapore, your nation is calling you. So get 
some romance. Make babies. Will You? 

A Festival of Love

(Sources: RomancingSingapore.com.sg; Wow-her.
com.sg; Loveclinic.com.
1. Is the persuasion the Singapore government is at-

tempting a low or a high involvement context for 
the consumer? Which model of attitude is applica-
ble, and to what extent is the government utilizing 
the guidelines suggested by various models of at-
titude? Specifically, which route to attitude change 
is the government trying to pursue?

2. Is the target market a single homogeneous group? 
What segments might be useful to recognize? 

3. In terms of people’s reasons for not getting mar-
ried and not making babies, what factors might be 
responsible? How might the campaign work (or fail 
to work) depending on the specific factor?

4. What other new components to the program would 
you suggest, speaking from a consumer behavior 
point-of-view?

5.  Does the government’s sponsorship of such pro-
grams raise any ethical issues? Discuss.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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Source: Logolounge.com
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California Girl
I am 49 and a single mother of two. My employment 

takes me to Southern California.  Southern California—
where appearance is the established medium of exchange. 
I live near the beach so I am constantly exposed to youth, 
fitness and beauty. Weather encourages abbreviated 
dresses, necessitates fitness, and requires youthfulness. … 
A 1996 national survey by American Society for Plastic 
and Reconstructive Surgery showed that of the 87,000 
breast augmentations reported nationally, 25% were in 
California. You see celebrities all the time. In this capi-
tal of “hedonic consumption,” who can be oblivious to 
appearance?
Media—the Hyperreal Persuaders

My cohorts in the media were film stars Marilyn Jones 
and Liz who all were preoccupied with snagging men, and 
television’s Jeanie and Samantha (Bewitched) whose sole 
preoccupations were looking good for the men they loved. 
During this age of “commercialized feminism,” women 
were encouraged to emulate fabricated perfection depict-
ed by advertising’s Ivory complexions, Breck-girl hair, and 
Coke bottle figures. 

Likewise, today’s media continue to provide a vi-
sual plethora of visual justifications for the good looks.  
Television commercials imply that everyone colors gray 
hair. Magazine ads depict men conquering baldness with 
hair transplants, and women enjoying new popularity with 
silicon implants; Cosmetic advertisements boast complex-
ions instantly transformed by tanning creams. Video and 
film personalities are ageless reminders of the power of 
surgical restoration. All around, I see synchronized en-
dorsements of manufactured body images.
Friends are Having a Ball

Daily activity furnishes the creative moments in which 
the matrices of my identity are transformed to a new actuality. 
There are friends who drop names of surgeons, suggest anti-ag-
ing treatments, and recall their own transformative experiences. 
Among friends, silver-haired Irene hosts a tea party in a white, 
low cut cotton frock that proudly reveals her implant acqui-
sitions; Elisabeth hugs her beau-de-jour, a man twenty years 
younger who is obviously infatuated by her purchased-youth-
enhancements; Bali Bill is surrounded by saronged female com-
panions who are probably unaware of his hair transplant; Linda 
sports tight pants proudly purchased to fit her newly liposucked 
thighs; and Grecian Formula improved Ray kisses a twenty-
something fiancée at his retirement celebration.

Mirror Tells Me the Truth
Once my mirror reveals signs of the aging process, I 

began to consider dealing with the sun-baked skin that 
could push me way out of the socially acceptable envelope. 

Group snapshots [of friends at 
parties] are cruel reminders that 
I lack the cosmetic advance-
ments implemented by most of 
my friends.

Blood is Thickest
My family members pull 

in different directions. Mother 
doesn’t count because she loves 
me whatever. But my sister, a 
surgical nurse herself, is a devout 
advocate of surgical solutions 
to nature’s mistakes.  Beverly has 
subjected many parts of her body to the knives of vari-
ous care givers: Navy surgeons for breast implants during 
a husband’s military career; a surgeon-employer for a face 
and brow lift; a physician friend for liposuction. All proce-
dures are free of charge, but none are free from payment—
implants break; nerve damage inhibits facial movement; 
cellulite comes back in a less desirable location than the 
one from which it is removed. Photographs are the only 
remaining evidence of a pre-surgery sister.

Daughter Aubyn believes that nature should be al-
lowed to take its course, and son Ryan contends that “out-
ward is as inward does.” Purists be damned, I think. If they 
are against it, then it must be a good idea. After all, what 
do offspring understand about the ageing process. 

Money and Affordability
Even in the capital of hedonism, the cost of cosmetic 

surgery is substantial. One can expect to pay in the neigh-
borhood of $10,000 for a basic face lift. I am faced with 
a pending costly repair to my residence devastated by ter-
mites, and then there is the uncertainty of potential un-
employment. But considering the alternative—aging and 
reclusion—I rationalize the expense as an investment in 
myself. A gift to me.

When the physician is chosen, the date is set and the 
cash paid, my surgery is a fait accompli. I write a poem to 
commemorate the occasion: Changing Faces. (See facing page.)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Identify various influences (both in terms of sources and 
nature of influence) on this consumer’s decision to get a face lift 
surgery.

2. Does this narrative illustrate the role of  bodies in consumers’ 
identities? Explain.

3. What decision rule did Ms. Sayre most likely use?

4. What model of attitude would likely explain Ms. Sayre’s pro-
surgery attitude?

“So I Got a New Face”
(A Personal Narrative  by Shay Sayre)
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country they most associate with lingerie.  It also captures 
the experience of a woman who enters the store and can 
happily feel lost in the two story store that features trans-
lucent glass and has mysterious ambiance. 

Because of the Wahhabi principles of Islam practiced 
in Saudi Arabia, stores can’t show female body parts or pic-
tures of women wearing lingerie. So what Chase Design 
did was to use language and poetry in a rich sensual way. 
First, it created a custom alphabet, altering English char-
acters to look more like Arabic letters and vice versa.  
This bilingual wordmark appeared more sensual; and it 
bridged the visual gap between the English and Arabic 
letters. Then, it selected poetry and words that evoke the 
experience of wearing lingerie. 

In the middle of the store, a large banner hangs from 
the ceiling to the floor, with these poetic words inscribed 
in English: Wrap this beautiful robe of words around you 
and dream. Also hanging are many other long banners 
with words like “passion,” “love,” “dreams” etc., inscribed 
both in English and Arabic.  These words also appear on 
signage, display cases, and even shopping bags. 

Because of Saudi laws, Perdu does not have any fe-
male employees.  Lifelike mannequins are not allowed so 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Culture in Saudi Arabia seems to promote among
women extreme modesty (where they should not flaunt
their bodies); yet, many women there are as eager to
acquire and consume the fashionable clothing and luxu-
rious lingerie from western countries. What role does
culture play in consumer desires—does it encourage or
curb consumption?

2. Is it important for a marketer, especially a designer of
physical marketspace (i.e., a store) to be fully aware of
the culture of its customers? How did Chase Design
Group, a U.S. firm, meet this challenge?

3. What lessons can we learn from this story about culture
and marketing?

CASE 22

A poem by Shay Sayre
(See story on facing page) 

Perdu features abstract, fabric wrapped shapes. And, stores 
can’t have mirrors in the dressing rooms.  So, one day local 
religious police (called mutawa) came in and took down 
the mirrors in the store’s fitting rooms.  But mirrors or no 
mirrors, Saudi women are enjoying this new experience of 
shopping lingerie—Victoria Secret style. Minus of course 
the images of Tyra Banks. 

Shay Sayre is a pro-
fessor of consumer 
behavior at California 
State University at 
Fullerton. 
Source: Excerpted from 
Shay Sayre, “Facelift 
Forensics: A  Personal 
Narrative of Cosmetic 
Surgery,” Advances in 
Cons. Res., 1999, 26, 
178-83. (Used by permis-
sion of the Assoc. for
Consumer Research)

Note: Facing page: The face with mark-
ings is a stock photo, not of Shay Sayre.
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What do they know?
Do they have the skin of Cochise?
Do they view the world beneath billowing lids?
Do they dread passing reflective surfaces?

 The knife is my magic wand,
a Maginot Line keeping
time on the other side.
I’ll have no second thoughts,
I’ll have no second thoughts

CHANGING FACES
Cosmetic surgery is
a notion I entertain
regularly amid the 
voices of caution that
punctuate my peace.

 “Why not grow old like everyone else,”
snarls my son.
“If it will make you happy, dear”
smirks mom.
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